The URL has not changed (www.fivecolleges. edu), so take a moment to look and let us know what you think of our efforts to date. The site is still a work in progress and over the summer months we plan to redesign some existing program pages and even post a few new ones.
Earlier this spring, we announced that the May issue of the printed Five College Calendar of Events would be the last. Some might say it marks the passing of an era. The calendar, which dates to the 1970s, was among the first tangible evidence of cooperation among the five campuses. But the advent of technology has rendered the printed calendar no longer cost-effective or timely. People have different expectations for information and for how they obtain it. The on-line calendar offers more complete and more accurate information about all that's happening on the campuses because there's no "deadline"-events can be added or updated all day every day, up to a year or more in advance. And, as part of the redesign of the Web site, the on-line calendar is also sporting a new look these days, brighter, easier to read, and easier to search. Give it a look, too: http://calendar.fivecolleges.edu.
- NewsBreaks scheduled to take up her new duties in late July, giving her some crossover time with the current treasurer.
Commenting on this transition, Five College Executive Director Lorna M. Peterson said: "We are all indebted to Jean for stepping in and stepping up to help us out. As she leaves for a second well-deserved retirement, we send her off with all our best wishes for many golden years ahead. We also feel fortunate in having someone of Marie Hess's caliber to assume this very important position and look forward to welcoming her to the Five College staff. 
Museums of the Five College Area
E leven outstanding museums in one gorgeous place!" is how a new brochure describes "Museums of the Five College Area." The brochure-and a new Web site (www.fivecolleges.edu/ museums)-constitute the first phase of a campaign to carve out an identity, and a following, for the area that one travel writer recently called a "museum mecca." Spearheaded by the directors of 11 very different museums, all of whom share the goal of making their collections better known to and more frequently visited by students and scholars and the general public, the group comprises the Five Col- he Five College Center for the Study of World Languages will add a new dimension to its language offerings over the next three years thanks to a grant of $535,000 from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, awarded in April. For 12 years now, the center has made it possible for undergraduates to study some of the less commonly taught languages such as Czech, Swahili, Urdu, Serbian, and Croatian through its Supervised Independent Language Program (SILP). Now it proposes to develop Web environments to support courses in five of these languagesArabic (levels one and two), Farsi, Georgian, Hindi, and Turkish. It also plans to include for the first time a supervised written component for specified languages in that grouping.
"No single institution or consortium has the financial resources to hire a professor for every language that students want to study," observes Center Director and UMass Amherst Professor Italian Elizabeth H. D. Mazzocco (pictured, right). The supervised independent study model that she and her associate, Dr. Amy Wordelman (pictured, left), have developed offers, they believe, a pedagogically sound and cost-effective alternative for meeting this need, "so long as the students come with a solid background in second language acquisition."
Reflecting the Center's belief that "linguistic and cultural competence go hand in hand," 
